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YOUR OPINION MATTERS... FILL IN OUR ON-LINE SURVEY!

WHAT IS STEP’S PURPOSE?

The St. Paul/Elk Point Economic
Development Alliance is headed
by committee that was formed
to explore a regional economic
development partnership. It is
comprised of the County of St.
Paul. Town of St. Paul, Town of
Elk Point, and Summer Village of
Horseshoe Bay in partnership
with the St. Paul & District
Chamber of Commerce.

STEP is managing three economic
development and workforce
development projects in 2020.
These projects will help STEP hire
and manage a contracted Regional
Economic Development Officer (EDO)
in 2021. If the regional economic
development partnership managed by
the EDO is deemed successful, STEP
will develop a long-term operation
strategy for 2022 and beyond.
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• Regional Labour Market Scan & Plan Project
• Regional Business Retention Expansion Project
• Regional Economic Development Committee Set-Up Project

STEP is funded through two Government of Alberta grant programs:
The Alberta Community Partnership program and the Labour Market
Partnership (LMP). These programs have significantly reduced the need
for immediate municipal funding, allowing STEP to explore the viability
and potential of this regional economy development partnership
while putting very little onus on municipal taxpayers.
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PROJECTS STEP
IS WORKING ON RIGHT NOW?

HOW IS STEP FUNDED?
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WHAT WAS STEP FORMED TO ACCOMPLISH?
Beyond exploring the viability and potential of this regional
economy development partnership, STEP wants to identify,
plan, and manage or advocate projects and initiatives
that will:
• Retain local businesses and workers
• Attract new businesses and workers
• Help businesses and workers with Covid 19 recovery and
plan for future instances of regional economic disruption
• Help create a long-term relationship between
businesses, government, educational institutions,
workers, and stakeholders to foster regional
economic development

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP?
STEP is engaging in a Business Retention Expansion –
Workforce Development (BRE-WD) project this fall. We
need regional businesses and organizations to fill in this
BRE-WD survey at:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/STEP-BREsurvey
The purpose of the survey is to help the STEP Alliance
and the Chamber create new economic development and
workforce development opportunities in the region by
understanding the needs and desires of businesses. It is
especially important to better understand how the Covid
19 pandemic has affected the region’s businesses and
develop strategies and tools for coping with its effects and
planning for the future.
Your survey responses will help create a list of suggested
‘projects’ for the Alliance and the Chamber to consider.
This economic development and workforce development
projects may be implemented by the STEP, the Chamber,
partner municipalities, educational institutions, the
Government of Alberta, or various regional stakeholders.
The results of this project will be shared with you. All
individual responses will be held in strict confidence. Your
participation is vital to the success of this project and
growth of the region and your input is greatly appreciated.

Interim Contact: Linda Sallstrom
Phone: (780) 645-5820
executivedirector@stpaulchamber.ca

LOGOS?

